TEAM DEVELOPER 6.2
The intelligent IDE for .NET and Win32 Apps with built-in Business Power for Rapid Application Development.

Fun to use high speed IDE for maximum developer support and productivity.

Learn Team Developer Now!
Download your Team Developer 6.2 Test Drive Now!
Get started quickly via the Gupta Academy!

Quickly build .NET WPF Desktop and Browser applications and Win32 applications. Full .NET Interoperability, Web Services Providing and Consuming plus DBPipe for no database client apps.

Many beautiful and rich controls for apps your users will love.
THE TEAM DEVELOPER IDE
Fun to use high speed IDE for maximum developer support and productivity

- Outline tabs for quick code navigation and excellent source overview.
- Attribute Inspector messages tab allows for easy adding of event code.
- High speed Active Coding Assistant.
- Fast error free coding.

- Color coded outline format source code allows you to quickly understand source code components.
- Integrated documentation tool.
- Orphaned code detection tool.

.NET POWER
.NET WPF Desktop and Browser apps (32-bit or 64-bit).
.NET Interoperability, Web Services Providing and Consuming plus DBPipe for no database client apps.

- Full RAD .NET power. One .NET source code can be compiled to both .NET WPF Desktop and .NET WPF Browser apps without changing any code.
Team Developer Application Platforms
- Team Developer apps do run as .NET WPF Desktop apps that interact exceptionally well with the .NET framework and other solutions. The first image on the left is a .NET WPF Desktop application.
- The same source code used for .NET WPF Desktop apps can be used to create and deploy .NET WPF Browser apps. The second image shows the exact same app running in a browser.
- The third image is a traditional Win32 app based on the same source code as the .NET apps above.
- Team Developer maximizes code reusability over various deployment platforms.

Provide and Consume Web Services
- Integrate mobile clients and integrate with Web Services enabled solutions.

Team Developer .NET Features
- Multi-step .NET exception handling.
- Compile to .NET 3.5 or .NET 4.
- 32-bit and 64-bit .NET apps.
- 360 degree .NET debugging of all components of multi-tier apps.
- DBPipe allows you to deploy .NET Desktop and .NET Browser apps without any database client. This reduces admin work and cost for database clients.
BEAUTIFUL AND RICH CONTROLS
Beautiful and rich controls for apps your users will love.

All the controls you need in one product
• Beautiful, easy to use and powerful controls for any task you can think of.
• Powerful Report Builder.
• Rich grid including sorting and grouping.
• Page Navigator for Outlook-like apps.
• Many color themes to choose from.

• Ribbon Bar, MDI-Windows, Outlook Navigator, Tab Control, Date Picker, Tree Control, Chart Control, Rich Text Control all included in the product.
• Fast and easy to configure database drivers.
• Includes SQLBase development database.

SUPPORTED DATABASES ON WINDOWS
• SQLBase
• Oracle
• Microsoft SQL Server
• Sybase
• Informix
• OLEDB and ODBC-compliant databases

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
• Windows 8 (Intel)
• Windows 7
• Windows Vista
• Windows XP
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